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ABSTRACT:Antimony (Sb) nanostructures, including is-
lands, sheets, and thinfilms, of high crystallinity were
epitaxially grown on single-crystalline graphene through van
der Waals interactions. Two types of graphene substrates
grown by chemical vapor deposition were used, the as-grown
graphene on Cu(111)/c-sapphire and the transferred graphene
on SiO2/Si. On the as-grown graphene, deposition of ultrathin
Sb resulted in two growth modes and associated morphologies
of Sb. One was Sb islands grown in Volmer−Weber (VW)
mode, and the other was Sb sheets grown in Frank−van der
Merve (FM) mode. In contrast, only Sb islands grown in VW
mode were found in a parallel growth experiment on the
transferred graphene. The existence of Sb sheets on the as-
grown graphene was attributed to the remote epitaxy between
Sb and Cu underneath the graphene. In addition, Sb thinfilms were grown on both the as-grown and transferred graphene
substrates. Bothfilms indicated high quality, and no significant difference can be found between these twofilms. This work
unveiled two epitaxial alignments between Sb(0001) and graphene, namely, Sb [101̅0]∥graphene [10] for Sb islands and Sb
[21̅1̅0]∥graphene [10] for Sb sheets. For Sb thinfilms on graphene, the epitaxial alignment followed that of Sb islands,
implying that Sb thinfilms originated from the continued growth of Sb islands. Last, Raman spectroscopy was used to
probe the state of graphene under ultrathin Sb. No strain, doping, or disorder was found in the graphene postgrowth of Sb.
The knowledge of the interface formation between ultrathin Sb and graphene provides a valuable foundation for future
research on van der Waals heterostructures between antimonene and graphene.
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Due to the predicted stability, electronic and optical
properties, and the potential for topological phase
transitions, ultrathin Sb, in particular, monolayered or

the so-called antimonene, has attracted attention.1−6Although
most investigations on this topic are confined to density
functional theory (DFT) at this point, several reputable
experimental works have recently emerged, as well. In addition
to mechanical and liquid-phase exfoliation methods, vapor-
phase epitaxy of ultrathin Sb has been demonstrated on a
variety of substrates, including mica, PdTe2,Sb2Te3,Bi2Te3,
Bi2Te2Se, Ag, and Ge.

7−14However, the growth of ultrathin Sb
on graphene, arguably the most attractive 2D material, has not
been reported yet. We believe this endeavor is worth exploring
because it would generate a great deal of interests for the
following reasons.

First, if monolayer Sb is really a semiconductor with tunable
band gap as predicted by theory, the van der Waals
heterostructure of Sb−graphene would be of great use for
optoelectronics (photovoltaics, photodetectors, and light-
emitting diodes) where graphene serves the function of
electrodes.15,16This prospect sounds even more exciting if
put in the context offlexible electronics because graphene is
truly transferrable, transparent, stable, and wearable. Second,
graphene has become a scalable material with low cost of
production, as researchers put in enormous efforts to make it
practically useful.17Thus, graphene has a substantial advantage
over other options as the substrate for Sb heterostructures
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when it comes to scale-up and integration with standard

integrated circuit technology. Last, from the perspective of

surface science, Sb has traditionally been known as an effective

surfactant to adjust the wettability of materials.18−24For

graphene, there happens to be a real need tofind an effective

way to wet it because it has an extremely low surface

tension.25,26Given the relatively lower surface tension of Sb

compared to that of other materials, it may be possible for Sb to

grow on graphene in Frank−van der Merve (FM) fashion. If so,

abuffer of ultrathin Sb would allow the subsequent growth of

thinfilms on graphene in a desired structure. To pursue this

idea, it is necessary to experiment how Sb grows on graphene in

thefirst place.

In this work, two types of chemical vapor deposited (CVD)
single-crystalline graphene, namely, the as-grown graphene on
Cu(111)/c-sapphire and the transferred graphene on SiO2(50
nm)/Si, were used for epitaxy of Sb. The growth mode of Sb,
either Volmer−Weber (VW), FM, or both, on graphene was
systematically investigated. Crystallographic investigations
using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and X-ray
diffraction (XRD) were employed to probe the crystallinity of
the Sb on both graphene substrates (as-grown and transferred),
regardless whether the Sb was in island, sheet, or thinfilm
morphology. Moreover, two epitaxial alignments between Sb
and graphene, including one as a result of remote epitaxy
between Sb and Cu, were concluded from the crystallographic
study, which provides a better understanding on the interface

Table 1. Summary of Various Sb Nanostructures on As-Grown and Transferred Graphene Substrates

epitaxial alignment

deposition thickness (QCM) substrate morphology plane direction

10 nm as-grown graphene
island Sb(0001)∥graphene

primary island: Sb [101̅0]∥graphene [10]

twin island: Sb [11̅00]∥graphene [10]

sheet Sb(0001)∥graphene∥Cu(111) Sb [21̅1̅0]∥graphene [10]∥Cu [11̅0]

10 nm transferred graphene island Sb(0001)∥graphene N/Aa

300 nm as-grown graphene thinfilm Sb(0001)∥graphene
primary domain: Sb [101̅0]∥graphene [10]

twin domain: Sb [11̅00]∥graphene [10]

300 nm transferred graphene thinfilm Sb(0001)∥graphene primary domain: Sb [101̅0]∥graphene [10]

twin domain: Sb [11̅00]∥graphene [10]
aNo direct experimental evidence was collected. It is speculated to be the same as that for the 300 nm Sb thinfilm on a transferred graphene.

Figure 1. SEM image of 10 nm Sb deposited on an as-grown graphene substrate at 150°C. The image shows two types of Sb triangle islands,
one pointing up and one pointing down, as labeled by the dashed triangles. Together they account for the major fraction in the image. Inset:
SEM image of a selected area comparing Sb islands (gray shade), Sb sheets (gray shade), and blank surface (black shade). (b) Side view
schematics illustrating two possible configurations of Sb islands (brown) and sheets (yellow) on graphene (gray). Top: scenario-i. Bottom:
scenario-ii. (c) AFM image of a large area scan of 10 nm Sb deposited on an as-grown graphene. (d) AFM image of a small area scan of 10 nm
Sb deposited on an as-grown graphene, focusing on the boundaries between Sb islands and sheets. (e,f) Line scan profiles of the lines shown
in (c) and (d), respectively. (g) AFM image of 3 nm Sb deposited on an as-grown graphene at 150°C.
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engineering of Sb−graphene and Sb−graphene−Cu hetero-
structures. A quick summary of the results is listed inTable 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Morphology of Sb Islands and Sheets on the As-
Grown Graphene.Figure 1a shows a scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image of 10 nm thick, according to a quartz
crystal microbalance (QCM), Sb deposited on an as-grown
graphene at 150°C. The main feature observed in this image is
the triangle islands aligned along certain directions. The
preferred alignment, in spite of some dispersion, suggests
epitaxy growth, which will be confirmed by EBSD and XRD
data later. The islands show two major orientations that are 60°
apart from each other, indicated by the dashed triangles in
Figure 1a, one pointing up and the other pointing down
(equivalent to a 60°in-plane twinning rotation of the former).
The side length of islands varies from 200 nm to 1μm. Inset of
Figure 1a focuses on a local area of this sample. The image
contrast suggests that Sb also forms sheets in addition to
islands. Explicitly, both Sb sheets and islands are represented by
the gray shaded areas. An area without Sb coverage should be in
black under SEM, as shown by the lower-right part of this inset
image. Based on these observations, there are two possible
scenarios for Sb to grow on an as-grown graphene, schemati-
cally explained inFigure 1b. In scenario-i, it is likely that Sb
forms a large and almost full-coverage sheet on graphenefirst,
followed by the formation of Sb islands on top of the Sb sheet.
In scenario-ii, Sb islands and sheets grow on graphene
simultaneously but separately, and they form boundaries
when meeting each other.
To probe this difference further, atomic force microscopy
(AFM) was used, which gives the quantitative height
information on Sb islands and sheets.Figure 1c shows a
large-area AFM scan, where the average height of three
individual Sb islands is shown to be∼13±2 nm by the line
scans inFigure 1e. Note that the boundaries, if they exist
between islands and sheets, cannot be resolved in this scale.
Thus, this height of a Sb island is a relative value with respect to
a Sb sheet. To further determine if the boundaries exist, a high-

resolution AFM scan was measured, shown inFigure 1d, where
gaps between Sb islands and the surrounding Sb sheet are
confirmed. The two line scan profiles inFigure 1f indicate that
the absolute height of Sb islands is∼17.5±0.7 nm, and the
height of Sb sheets is∼4.5±0.7 nm. These values are
consistent with the relative heights of Sb islands with respect to
sheets obtained fromFigure 1e. It thus suggests that the second
case shown inFigure 1b might be valid to describe this growth,
which hints two growth modes adopted when Sb grows on an
as-grown graphene. That is, Sb islands take the VW growth
mode, and Sb sheets take the FM growth mode. Initially, they
nucleate and grow independently. As the dimensions increase,
these two nanostructures meet and merge together. The AFM
image inFigure 1d represents a moment that they have not
merged yet.
Figure 1g shows the AFM image of smaller Sb islands when
the deposition thickness was cut down to 3 nm (QCM), with
all other conditions the same as those inFigure 1c,d. It can be
seen that Sb islands, labeled in A, B, and C, maintain the
triangular geometry. The height profile for line 1 indicates the
height of Sb island B is reduced to 5 nm, equivalent to few-
layered antimonene. At this growth stage, the Sb sheets are
speculated to be very thin. The regular scanning probe
microscopic technique, that is, AFM here, cannot tell if or
where these thin Sb sheets exist.
Morphology of Sb Islands on the Transferred

Graphene and Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite.In
contrast, only VW growth of Sb, in island form, can be found
when the same deposition process was conducted on a
transferred graphene, as shown inFigure S1a. The absence of
Sb sheets, which will be confirmed later, on a transferred
graphene suggests that the formation of Sb sheets on an as-
grown graphene may be caused by the underlying Cu. Without
Cu, Sb intrinsically tends to form islands on graphene. One
may argue that the large amount of defects in transferred
graphene may introduce uncertainties and thus make this
comparison unfair. To remove this suspicion, a freshly cleaved
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), with much fewer
defects than transferred graphene, was also used as a substrate

Figure 2. (a) SEM image (obtained with the EBSD system) of 10 nm Sb deposited on an as-grown graphene substrate at 150°C, focusing on a
single Sb island. Note that in the image there are two white squares indicating the selected areas for EBSD mapping. The top-left white square
was initially selected, but the scan area shifted during the data acquisition. As a result, the second attempt, indicated by the bottom-right white
square, was performed. Thus, the area confined by the bottom-right square represents the actual area for the EBSD measurement. (b−d)
EBSD inverse polefigure (IPF) of the white square area alongX,Y, andZdirections, respectively. (e−g) EBSD crystallographic orientation
mappings using IPF-X, IPF-Y, and IPF-Z, respectively, of the white square area. (h) Color code for the mappings in (e−g). (i) EBSD pole
figure of Sb (101̅1) collected from the white square area. (j) EBSD polefigure of Cu (111) collected from an area without Sb coverage. The
white dashed lines show the offset angle between poles in (i) and (j).
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for Sb deposition. It is found that the HOPG surface was
extremely difficult to wet. The deposition duration had to be
prolonged 10 times before Sb products werefinally obtained.
As shown inFigure S1b, Sb takes the VW growth mode by
forming islands on HOPG. This piece of evidence further adds
weight to the judgment that Sb tends to form islands on
graphene if there is no Cu underneath graphene. This
conclusion vetoes our expectation of using Sb to wet pristine
graphene based on the fact that Sb has a relatively low surface
tension in comparison to other materials. In fact, this negative
result is not unreasonable. Despite a relatively low surface
tension in Sb, it is still higher than the surface tension of
pristine graphene, making the wetting of the former on the
latter challenging.
The similar role that supporting substrates underlying
graphene play on the growth of overlayers has also been
observed elsewhere. For example, an enhancement in Al2O3
nucleation density on graphene was found when switching the
graphene support from SiO2to Cu.

27The effect was attributed
to a polar trapping mechanism, though it does notfit our case
of Sb on graphene because Sb is nonpolar. It has also been
reported that the growth mode of pentacenefilm on graphene
can be changed by tuning the wettability of the supporting SiO2
surface using different plasma treatments.28These evidence,
along with the present study, suggests that graphene cannot
fully screen the interaction coming from the supporting
substrates, which can remotely mediate the growth behaviors
of overlayers through graphene.
EBSD Crystallography of Sb Islands and Sheets on the
As-Grown Graphene.To investigate the crystallinity and
orientation of Sb islands grown on the as-grown graphene at
150°C shown inFigure 1a, EBSD was conducted on a single
piece of Sb island. The selected area for this scan is shown by
the bottom-right square inFigure 2a. EBSD confirms that the
island matches with the crystallography information on
rhombohedralβ-Sb in the ICSD database as follows: space

group 166,a=b= 4.30 Å,c= 11.23 Å, andα=β=90°,γ=
120°. For this Sb island, the inverse polefigures (IPF) alongX,
Y, andZdirections shown inFigure 2b−d indicate that the out-
of-plane orientation is⟨0001⟩, and the in-plane orientations are
⟨101̅0⟩and⟨112̅0⟩. Ideally, the pole in IPF-X(Figure 2b)
should be localized at the⟨101̅0⟩corner. However, there is a
small shift due to the spread of crystal in-plane alignment.
Figure 2e−g shows the crystallographic orientation mappings
using the IPF-X, IPF-Y, and IPF-Zcomponents, respectively,
where perfectly homogeneous color is found in each. It means
that the crystallinity of this Sb island is nearly perfect.
According to the color code inFigure 2h, the out-of-plane
and in-plane orientations are consistent with the previous
assignment inFigure 2b−d. To determine the alignment
between this Sb island and graphene, the EBSD polefigure of
Sb (101̅1) was collected, as shown inFigure 2i. A sharp three-
fold symmetry can be seen, and it confirms the single
crystallinity of this Sb island. On this sample, the EBSD
(111) polefigure of the underlying Cu(111) was also collected,
as shown inFigure 2j, which is a set of three-fold symmetrical
poles resulting from the single-crystalline Cu. It is shown in
Figure 2i,j that there is a 30°offset between Sb (101̅1) and
Cu(111) poles. Based on this, the alignment between Sb and
Cu can be deduced as Sb(0001)∥Cu(111) and Sb [101̅0]∥Cu
[11̅0]. According to our previous work, the graphene is
epitaxially grown on Cu(111) with the following alignment:
graphene [10]∥Cu [11̅0].29Thus, the epitaxial alignment
between this Sb island and graphene can be concluded as Sb
[101̅0]∥graphene [10]. SeeTable 1.
As pointed out earlier, there are three forms of Sb in the
sample shown inFigure 1a, namely, up-pointing triangle
islands, down-pointing triangle islands (equivalent to a 60°in-
plane twinning rotation of the former), and sheets between
islands. To learn more about their differences and relations in
terms of crystallography, the EBSD scan area was enlarged to
cover them all. A scan area, indicated by the white solid

Figure 3. (a) SEM image (obtained with the EBSD system) of 10 nm Sb deposited on an as-grown graphene substrate at 150°C, covering
more Sb islands and sheets for relative orientation study. The black dashed rectangle represents the actual selected area for the EBSD
measurement. (b−d) EBSD crystallographic orientation mappings using IPF-X, IPF-Y, and IPF-Z, respectively, of the black dashed rectangle
area. The color code is the same as that ofFigure 2h. (e) EBSD polefigure of Sb (101̅1) collected from the black dashed rectangle area. Three
sets of three-fold symmetrical poles corresponding to the three Sb features in (b−d). (f) Atomic models showing the alignments of three types
of Sb features on a single-crystalline graphene template. The drawing in this graph is scaled with the actual in-plane lattice ratio of Sb to
graphene.
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rectangle inFigure 3a, was purposely selected to cover a pair of
the opposite-pointing triangle islands and the sheet between
them. Due to the image shifting, the actual scan area, indicated
by the black dashed rectangle, was slightly different from
targeted area (white solid rectangle), but it does not affect the
result. The IPF orientation mappings alongX,Y, andZ
directions for this scan are shown inFigures 3b−d. The black
spots coming from the zero resolution of the EBSD system due
to the surface scattering can be ignored. InFigure 3b,c, three
colors corresponding to three orientations are found in the
three features of Sb, meaning the in-plane orientations of up-
pointing islands, down-pointing islands, and sheets are
different.Figure 3d suggests the out-of-plane orientation is
⟨0001⟩for all forms of Sb. It should be emphasized that this
EBSD mapping provides a strong evidence that Sb sheets exist
between islands, which may have been overlooked if using only
imaging tools such as SEM and AFM. It should also be
emphasized that this EBSD mapping confirms the separate and
simultaneous growth of Sb islands and sheets, consistent with
the schematic shown in the scenario-ii ofFigure 1b. If Sb
islands sit on Sb sheets as shown in the scenario-i ofFigure 1b,
no Kikuchi pattern can be resolved at those island regions
because there would be two different crystallographic
orientations under the probing area, and the EBSD mapping
on those islands would result in zero resolution.
To reveal the in-plane rotations among up-pointing islands,
down-pointing islands, and sheets, the EBSD polefigure of Sb
(101̅1) was constructed inFigure 3e. Three sets of Sb (101̅1)
poles, separated by 30°, can be found, corresponding to the
three forms of Sb. Note that the in-plane offset angle between
up-pointing and down-pointing islands obviously should be
60°. Essentially, these two types of islands are twins to each
other. Based on this, the middle set of poles (black dashed
lines) can be attributed to Sb sheets which rotate±30°from
the Sb islands. The set of poles with the moderate intensity
(blue dashed lines) is likely from the down-pointing islands
because those islands account for more coverage than up-

pointing islands in the scan area. That leaves the last set of
poles (red dashed lines) to up-pointing islands. Also note that
the EBSD measurements inFigures 2and3were not
conducted at the same time. In other words, the sample’sX
andYdirections, depending on how the samples were
mounted, were not the same. This caused the inconsistency
in assignments of mapping color and pole rotation in EBSD.
However, this will not affect the conclusions drawn from an
individual EBSD scan. Based on the previously established
alignment between one type of Sb island and graphene in
Figure 2, a complete set of alignment between Sb (up-pointing
islands, down-pointing islands, and sheets) and graphene can
be unveiled. As shown inFigure 3f, in both top and side views,
Sb sheets align with graphene as Sb [21̅1̅0]∥graphene [10],
down-pointing Sb islands align with graphene as Sb
[101̅0]∥graphene [10] (same as the island inFigure 2), and
up-pointing Sb islands align with graphene as Sb [11̅00]∥gra-
phene [10]. SeeTable 1. Note that the scale inFigure 3fis
adjusted to match the real space lattice ratio between Sb and
graphene. It can be found from the top view that the Sb atoms
in islands nicelyfit into the carbon rings in graphene, but it is
not the case for the atoms in Sb sheets on graphene. This may
indicate that the Sb island formation on graphene is more
energetically favorable. Quantitively, this favorability can be
interpreted by the super cell formed between down-pointing Sb
island and graphene, shown by the purple cell inFigure 3f. In
this super cell, thea⃗andb⃗of Sb are [21̅1̅0] and [112̅0],
respectively; and thea⃗andb⃗of graphene are [21̅] and [11],
respectively. The lattice mismatch for this super cell is
calculated to be 1.17%. Such a small lattice mismatch is
believed to be the reason that Sb islands aligned on graphene in
this direction would be more stable, which will be confirmed in
the following study of Sb thinfilms.
EBSD Crystallography of Sb Islands on the Trans-

ferred Graphene.EBSD mapping was also conducted on
those Sb islands formed on the transferred graphene.Figure S2
shows the selected area covering several Sb islands and the

Figure 4. Sb thinfilms (300 nm thick) grown on an as-grown graphene substrate and a transferred graphene substrate at 150°C. (a) SEM
image of Sbfilm on as-grown graphene. Inset: higher magnification of (a). (b) SEM image of Sbfilm on transferred graphene. Inset: higher
magnification of (b). (c) XRDθ−2θscans of both Sbfilms showing a dominating (0001) out-of-plane orientation. (d) XRD rocking curves of
Sb (0003) diffractions for both Sbfilms. (e) X-ray polefigure of Sb (101̅1) showing six-fold symmetry of Sbfilm on as-grown graphene.
Additional three symmetrical poles in red circles attributed to sapphire (101̅2). (f) X-ray polefigure of Sb (101̅1) showing six-fold symmetry
of Sbfilm on transferred graphene. (g) XRD azimuthal scans of Sb (101̅1) for both Sbfilms.
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corresponding crystallographic mappings along the sample’sX,
Y, andZdirections. Due to the small dimension of Sb islands,
the EBSD system with a lateral resolution of∼75 nm cannot
resolve the geometry of Sb islands, but that will not hinder the
most important learning from this scan; that is, no Sb sheets
form between Sb islands on the transferred graphene. With this
evidence, it can be concluded that the formation of Sb sheets
on the as-grown graphene is purely induced by the underlying
Cu, likely through the remote epitaxy mechanism,30confirming
that graphene is at least partially transparent in our case. Now,
the complete epitaxial alignment for Sb sheets should be
extended as follows: Sb(0001)∥graphene∥Cu(111) and Sb
[21̅1̅0]∥graphene [10]∥Cu [11̅0] (equivalently, Sb [011̅0]∥gra-
phene [1̅2]∥Cu [1̅1̅2] as shown in the side view ofFigure 3f).
One may suspect that the epitaxy of Sb islands on the as-grown
graphene is also a remote epitaxy between Sb and Cu; in other
words, graphene is fully transparent. While such a possibility
cannot be excluded, we will demonstrate in theSb Thin Films
on the Transferred Graphenesection that transferred graphene
itself indeed can induce an epitaxy of Sb, and the epitaxial
alignment of Sb on transferred graphene is the same as that of
Sb islands on the as-grown graphene. Thus, the epitaxial growth
of Sb islands on the as-grown graphene is, at least partially,
contributed by graphene.
Sb Thin Films on the As-Grown Graphene.In addition
to the ultrathin Sb products just described, thicker Sbfilms on
as-grown and transferred graphene were also studied.Figure 4a
shows a SEM image of a 300 nm thick Sbfilm deposited on as-
grown graphene at 150°C. Sharp crystal facets can be seen in
this image and a high-magnification image in the inset ofFigure
4a, indicating a high crystallinity of the thinfilm. The XRDθ−
2θscan inFigure 4c suggests that thefilm is (0001) oriented
along the out-of-plane direction, same as that of Sb islands and
sheets. Cu(111) and sapphire (0006) peaks can also be
identified in the scan.Figure 4d exhibits the rocking curve of Sb
(0003) diffraction with a full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of
0.69°, suggesting the spread of Sb grains in the out-of-plane
direction is very small.
To reveal the in-plane orientation of thisfilm, the X-ray pole
figure of Sb (101̅1) was collected at 2θ= 25.12°. The pole

figure inFigure 4e shows six sharp and symmetrical poles at a
polar angle ofχ=72°. As shown earlier by EBSD, the Sb
(101̅1) polefigure should show three-fold symmetry for a
perfect single crystal. The six-fold symmetry shown inFigure 4e
suggests the coexistence of two twinned domains that are
rotated 60°in-plane with respect to each other. Note that
additional three-fold symmetrical poles are found atχ=58°in
Figure 4e, matching very well to sapphire (101̅2) poles whose
2θ= 25.58°andχ=58°in its (0001) polar stereographic
projection. The existence of this set of sapphire poles is
fortunate that it allows us to determine the in-plane alignment
between Sbfilm and graphene using a similar method applied
inFigure 2i,j. Based on the pole alignment inFigure 4e, it can
be deduced that one of the twinned domains in this Sbfilm is
aligned with sapphire as follows: Sb(0001)∥sapphire(0001) and
Sb [101̅0]∥sapphire [101̅0]. According to our previous work,
sapphire is aligned with Cu and graphene as follows:
graphene∥Cu(111)∥sapphire(0001) and graphene [10]∥Cu
[11̅0]∥sapphire [101̅0].29Given these two alignments, it can
be concluded that one of the twinned domains in Sbfilm is
aligned with graphene as Sb [101̅0]∥graphene [10]. SeeTable
1. This alignment is the same as that between the down-
pointing Sb islands and graphene shown inFigure 3f.
Apparently, the other domain in this Sbfilm is similarly
aligned as the up-pointing Sb islands inFigure 3f. In other
words, the Sbfilm originates from the Sb islands, rather than Sb
sheets, that form at the initial growth stage. This is a reasonable
assessment because Sb islands grow faster than Sb sheets, as
observed from the AFM height measurement shown inFigure
1f. At some growth stage, the merging of Sb islands may
terminate the growth of Sb sheets. This explains the
disappearance of the orientation representing Sb sheets in
this thick Sbfilm. In fact, the observation here echoes the
schematic arrangement shown inFigure 3f, where the atomic
arrangement of Sb islands on graphene seems to be more
energetically favorable.Figure 4g shows the azimuthal scan of
Sb (101̅1) atχ=72°. An average fwhm of 2.3°is obtained,
indicating the spread of Sb grains in the in-plane orientation is
small in thisfilm, too. All evidence inFigure 4demonstrates a
high crystallinity Sb thinfilm on the as-grown graphene.

Figure 5. (a) Room temperature Raman spectra of three kinds of Sb samples: Sb islands and sheets on as-grown graphene, Sb thinfilm on an
as-grown graphene, and Sb thinfilm on a transferred graphene. (b) G peak of graphene obtained from the Sb islands and sheets on an as-
grown graphene sample. Solid curve: spectrum obtained from an area covered by Sb. Dashed curve: spectrum obtained from an area not
covered by Sb. The sharp peak around 1557 cm−1comes from an artifact. (c) 2D peak of graphene obtained from the Sb islands and sheets on
an as-grown graphene sample. Solid curve: spectrum obtained from an area covered by Sb. Dashed curve: spectrum obtained from an area not
covered by Sb.
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Sb Thin Films on the Transferred Graphene.Figure 4
also shows SEM and XRD results obtained from a 300 nm thick
Sbfilm deposited on a transferred graphene at 150°C. SEM
images of thisfilm shown inFigure 4b present highly crystalline
morphology. The inset inFigure 4b shows that there are small
dark spots on the surface of thisfilm. This may be associated
with oxidation of Sb, which will be discussed in theRaman
Scans of Sb Products and Graphene underneath Sbsection.
XRDθ−2θscan shown inFigure 4c presents a similar
diffraction of Sb as the counterpart grown on as-grown
graphene; that is, thefilm is (0001) oriented along the out-
of-plane direction. The rocking curve of Sb (0003) is shown in
Figure 4d with a fwhm of 1.26°. Compared to the Sbfilm on
the as-grown graphene, the spread of the grains in the Sbfilm
along the out-of-plane direction is larger, but overall the
dispersion is still small.Figure 4f shows the X-ray polefigure of
Sb (101̅1)film on a transferred graphene, using the same
conditions as those inFigure 4e. Again, six sharp and
symmetrical poles are found atχ=72°. This implies that the
texture of thisfilm is similar to that of the Sb thinfilm grown
on the as-grown graphene. It should be stressed that this piece
of data is solid evidence demonstrating that Sb indeed is
epitaxially grown on graphene because the material underneath
the graphene is amorphous SiO2, which is unlikely to induce
epitaxy of Sb.Figure 4g shows the azimuthal scan of Sb (101̅1)
atχ=72°. An average fwhm of 2.0°is obtained, indicating a
small in-plane crystal dispersion. Overall, the Sbfilm on
transferred graphene has a high crystallinity, similar to that of
the Sbfilm grown on the as-grown graphene.
Raman Scans of Sb Products and Graphene under-
neath Sb.Raman spectra of three Sb samples are shown in
Figure 5a. One is the ultrathin Sb, in island and sheet forms,
deposited on the as-grown graphene. The other two are the Sb
thinfilms shown inFigure 4. No Raman spectrum was
collected from ultrathin Sb on transferred graphene due to the
low density of Sb islands (Figure S1a). InFigure 5a, the red
spectrum represents Sb islands and sheets on the as-grown
graphene. Egand A1gmodes of Sb can be identified. In addition,
their overtone (A1g+Eg) in the form of a broad bump can be
found around 270 cm−1.31The blue and purple spectra
represent Sb thinfilms on the as-grown graphene and
transferred graphene, respectively. Raman modes observed in
these two spectra are similar to those in the red spectrum, but
their peak positions down shift slightly in comparison with
those in the red spectrum, which is the result offilm thickness
change.9For Sb thinfilm on transferred graphene, one more
type of Raman spectrum is found, shown by the green curve.
Two additional peaks at 189 and 253 cm−1in the green
spectrum are attributed to Sb2O3. This implies that the sample
was partially oxidized, which may also explain the dark spots
observed inFigure 4b. The oxidization of this sample is
speculated to be caused by the weeks-long exposure in the
ambient condition after growth.
Figure 5b,c focuses on the G and 2D peaks of graphene,
respectively. The Raman spectra were collected from the
ultrathin Sb, in island and sheet forms, deposited on as-grown
graphene. The solid curves represent spectra collected from an
area that is covered with Sb, and the dashed curves represent
spectra collected from an area that is free of Sb (the area was
covered with sample clamps during deposition, thus no Sb was
deposited). First, it is seen that G and 2D peaks of graphene
can be well-resolved even with Sb on top. This is further
evidence that graphene was indeed under Sb for Sb to grow. No

loss of graphene occurred during a deposition. Second, the
graphene peak positions do not change, regardless with or
without Sb. It means no measurable strain effect in graphene
after Sb deposition, as a strained graphene would have caused a
peak shifting. Although graphene may have already been doped
by the underlying Cu, the introduction of Sb on the top of
graphene surface did not additionally dope graphene32,33

because a change of doping level would likely have led to
peak shifting, as well. Third, no disorder (D) peak of graphene
is observed in either Sb-covered area or uncovered area. For a
Sb-uncovered graphene, essentially, pristine as-grown graphene,
it is normal that the D peak is not seen because the graphene is
highly ordered in its as-grown form. In this study, the D peak is
not seen even after a deposition of Sb on top of graphene,
suggesting the deposition process did not create disorder in
graphene. Lastly, the sharp peak at 1557 cm−1inFigure 5b
shows up no matter what samples are being measured, even
when a scan is performed without a sample. It is thus a system
artifact and should be ignored.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, van der Waals epitaxy of Sb on single-crystalline
graphene was demonstrated. On the as-grown graphene, it was
found that the growth of ultrathin Sb followed two
morphologies and growth modes, that is, Sb islands in VW
mode and Sb sheets in FM mode. On the transferred graphene,
in contrast, only Sb islands in the VW mode were found. This
comparison suggested that Sb sheets formed on the as-grown
graphene were a result of remote epitaxy between Sb and
underlying Cu. Intrinsically, Sb grew on graphene in VW mode,
different from the anticipation of FM mode. For relatively
thicker Sbfilms, no substrate effect can be distinguished as the
morphology, microstructure, and crystallinity were very similar
for Sbfilms grown on as-grown and transferred graphene
substrates. A crystallographic investigation using EBSD and
XRD revealed two epitaxial alignments between Sb(0001) and
graphene, namely, Sb [21̅1̅0]∥graphene [10] for Sb sheets and
Sb [101̅0]∥graphene [10] for Sb islands. For thicker Sbfilms,
the epitaxial alignment between Sb(0001) and graphene was
found to be the same as those of Sb islands on graphene. This
was true for both Sbfilms on as-grown and transferred
graphene substrates. Raman spectroscopy indicated that the
graphene under Sb was not affected by the deposition of Sb,
supported by no peak shifting (thus, no strain or doping effect)
or emergence of disorder peak after the growth of Sb on
graphene. The interface formation of Sb on graphene revealed
in this study could provide guidance to explore the interaction
between antimonene and graphene in the future.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Single-crystalline Cu(111)films were grown onc-sapphire wafers (10
mm×10 mm×0.5 mm, MTI Corp.) using DC sputtering. Single-
crystalline graphene was then grown on the Cu(111)/sapphire
substrates using low-pressure CVD. The graphene was transferred to
SiO2(50 nm)/Si substrates using the standard poly(methyl meth-
acrylate)-mediated wet method. Details regarding these procedures
and characterization confirming the single crystallinity of graphene can
be found elsewhere.29The transferred graphene on SiO2(50 nm)/Si
was annealed in vacuum (50 mTorr) in a forming gas (95% Ar and 5%
H2) at 550°C for 1 h. After being annealed, the transferred graphene
was immediately loaded into a vacuum chamber for Sb deposition. The
base pressure of the chamber was maintained at the low end of 10−7

Torr. Sb granules (Sigma-Aldrich) in an alumina crucible were heated
up in a tungsten wire basket. Two types of substrates were used, as-
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grown graphene on Cu(111)/c-sapphire and transferred graphene on
SiO2(50 nm)/Si substrates. The deposition rate was maintained at∼3
Å/s, monitored with a QCM. The substrate temperature for Sb
deposition was varied from room temperature to 300°Con
transferred graphene on SiO2/Si. It was found that at room
temperature Sb nucleated in a worm-like island feature without
regular-shaped crystalline facets, a sign of inferior crystallinity, shown
inFigure S3. On the other hand, nucleation of Sb on graphene became
nearly impossible when the substrate temperature was higher than 200
°C. We speculate that it is related to the decreasing sticking coefficient
of Sb (melting point at 630.6°C under atmospheric pressure) with
increasing substrate temperature. As a result, the substrate temperature
of 150±10°C was selected as the default.
SEM images were acquired with a Carl Zeiss SUPRA 55 SEM
system. AFM images were scanned with a PSI XE100 AFM in
noncontact mode. EBSD was collected with a NordlysNano detector
(Oxford Instruments) integrated with a Carl Zeiss Ultra 1540 SEM/
FIB system. The crystallographic orientation data were collected using
the Aztec EBSD data acquisition software and postanalyzed using the
HKL Channel 5 package for crystallographic orientation mapping and
polefigure/inverse polefigure plotting. XRD was measured with a
Bruker D8 Discover X-ray diffractometer (Cu Kα= 1.54 Å). The beam
and detector slits for XRD were both 0.6 mm. For X-ray polefigure
acquisition, the range and step size of azimuthal angle (φ) were 0−359
and 1°, respectively; the range and step size of polar angle (χ) were 0−
88 and 2°, respectively. For the crystallographic interpretation,
including both EBSD and XRD, two-index, three-index, and four-
index were used for graphene, Cu, and Sb, respectively. Raman spectra
were acquired with a Renishaw 2000A spectrometer configured in
backscattering mode. The excitation source was a 514 nm Ar ion laser
line without polarization. Laser power, integration time, and grating for
this spectrometer were 10 mW, 20 s, and 2400 grooves/mm,
respectively.
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